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According to Verizon's annual security report, the 2019 Data Breach Investigation 

Report, 69% of all data breaches are perpetrated by outsiders driven by financial 

gains (71%) and cyber-espionage (25%).  (Photo by ISSOUF SANOGO / AFP) 
 GETTY 

Verizon published last week the 12th edition of its Data Breach Investigation Report (DBIR) 

based on real-world data from 41,686 confirmed security incidents and 2,013 data breaches 

spanning 86 countries worldwide. 

"Every one of the incidents in this report is either where data has been stolen, or there was a 

quantified cyber incident," told me in an exclusive interview at the Netevents IT Spotlight 

conference Ray Ottey who runs Verizon's security business across the UK, Ireland, and the 

Nordics. "So it's just facts, things that have happened. So we look at the analysis of that, how 
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did they get in, what assets did they steal, how long did it take or how many steps do they 

take. And we break it down by industry as well including finance, healthcare, manufacturing 

or retail." 

Although there are many notable takeaways from Verizon's annual security report—that I 

will highlight later in this article—the one thing that struck me was that while the targets of 

cybercrime have evolved over the years, the tactics used by cybercriminals, however, remain 

the same including hacking, social engineering attacks or malware. 

Now, to the key takeaways of the 2019 DBIR: 

• C-level executives are 12 times more likely to be the target of security 

incidents and 9 times more likely to be the target of data breaches than in last 

year's report while the growth of financial social engineering attacks targeting 

these business executives rose from single digits to dozens in this year's report 

• 43% of all breaches occurred at small businesses 

• Financial gain remains the #1 driver of all data breaches (71%) 

• Cyber-espionage represents 25% of all breaches , with 96% of these attributed 

to state-affiliated groups or nation-states. Moreover, 23% of all the data 

breaches are attributed to nation-states 

• Ransomware attacks are still going strong, accounting for 24% of the malware 

incidents analyzed and is the #2 most-used malware type 

• Outsider threats remain dominant (69% of breaches) with insiders accounting 

for 34% 

• Compromise of web-based email accounts using stolen credentials is rising 

and now seen in 60% of all attacks involving hacking a web-based application 

• More than half (56%) of data breaches took months or longer to discover 

Although it seems that no matter what defensive measures security professionals put in place, 

attackers are able to circumvent them, here are few "simple" things that companies and 

users can do to prevent the most  
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